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IMS Delegate

About Me

For those who haven’t met me yet, my name is Tim, and I have been one of your IMS Congress delegates in 2021. 

Though I was born in the UK and (very much against my will!) have lost my EU citizenship, I am deeply passionate about 

European unity and liberalism. I have tried to be as involved as I can in LYMEC over the last few years, attending 

Congresses, ELF events and taking part in working groups. In true LYMEC style, I love languages (speak to me in 

Portuguese at your own peril as I probably won’t shut up!), Eurovision and all things transport-related. I am a dual 

Bosnian-British citizen and my siblings, and my first cousins alone can count six nationalities between us!

Why I want to continue as a delegate in 2022

Over the last year, I’ve had some amazing opportunities as an IMS delegate, attending two LYMEC Congresses, including 

the first in-person Congress in two years. I’ve worked alongside a brilliant team, and I have truly sensed how we have come 

along as an organisation in the last year. I want to keep building on that success, and help make the IMS even more 

engaged, more professional and more prominent in LYMEC.

We’ve helped to bring more resolutions to Congresses, engage more members and organise more events outside 

Congress. I am an unashamed tax & economics nerd and I have really felt how much of an asset that has been in policy 

making. At our most recent Congress, I even had the privilege of being elected to LYMEC’s ALDE Congress delegation. 

We’ve made sure that the IMS has been a force to be reckoned with in LYMEC!

On a lighter note, I’m happy to report that your delegates have started a new Congress tradition for the IMS (see the photo 

below).

My experience in LYMEC means our delegation can hit the ground with our feet running. I have had the opportunity to

build connections, develop my speaking skills and home in on best practice for crafting and  lobbying resolutions.

I would feel immensely honoured and excited to be able to continue the journey I started as a delegate last year.

Our Achievements in 2021

✓ Two IMS resolutions submitted to each 

Congress in 2021

✓ Two IMS resolutions and numerous 

amendments passed

✓ Growing engagement with the policy-drafting

process from ordinary Individual Members

✓ Numerous connections and relationships built 

with LYMEC MOs

✓ IMS event attended in Ljubljana, where we 

got to brainstorm resolutions for the Paris 

Congress

✓ I was elected to LYMEC’s delegation

to the next ALDE congress

My Goals for 2022

o Continue to foster participation from members 

in our resolution-drafting process

o Identify gaps in the LYMEC policy book that

we can fill with new IMS-led resolutions

o Use networks and relationships in LYMEC to 

lobby more effectively for IMS resolutions

o Build on the success of our CAP working 

group, by looking into new IMS-led policy 

working groups in 2022

The iconic IMS Delegates
group photo – a tradition

I vow to continue


